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INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY DIRECTIVE 
NUMBER204 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE 

NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE PRIORITIES FRAMEWORK 

(EFFECTIVE: 13 SEPTEMBER 2(07) 

nחA. AUTHORITY: Tbe National Security Act of 1947, as amended; the lntelligence Refo 
and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004; Executive Order 12333, as amended; National Security 

. Presidential Directive (NSPD)-26; and other applicable provisions of law 

B. PURPOSE 

1. This Inte11igence Comrnunity (IC) Directive (ICD) promulgates responsibilities within 
the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) and IC elements for setting national 
intelligence priorities and translatirig them into action. 

2. To establish objectives, priorities, and guidance for the IC to ensure timely and effective 
collection, processing, analysis, and dissemination of national intelligence. 

3. The Director ofNational Intelligence (DNI) shall carry out responsibilities with regard 
to national intelligence priorities in accordance with NSPD-26. 

ligence Directive 2/3, National Intelligence 4ז. This ICD rescinds Director of Central Inte 
. Priorities Framework, dated 23 July 2003, and its accompanying Annex 

C. APPLICABILITY 

1. This directive applies to the IC, as defined by the National Security Act of 1947, as 
amended, and other departments or agencies that may be designated by the President, or 
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designated jointly by the DNI and the head of the department or agency concemed, as an element 
ofthe IC. 

2. Nothing in this directive is intended to modify the authorities of the heads of executive 
depa.rtments and agencies to exercise, consistent with the DNI's authoritjes and 
responsibilities, their authorities to manage IC elements within their departments and agencies. 

D. POLICY 

1. Tbe National Intelligence Priorities Framework (NIPF) is the DNI's sole mechanism for 
establish.ing national intelligence priorities. 

2. Intelligence topics reviewed by the Nationa1 Security Council (NSC) Principals 
Committee (PC) and approved by the President semi-annually shall form the basis of the NIPF 

. ed priorities established by the DNI ןand the detai 

3. Tbe NIPF consists of: 

a. Intelligence topics approved by the President. 

b. A process for assignjng priorities to countries and non-state actors relevant to the 
approved intelligence topics. 

c. A matrix showing those priorities. 

4. Tbe NIPF matrix reflects customers' priorities for intelligence support and ensures that 
long-term intelligence issues are addressed. 

5. Tbe NIPF matrix is updated semi-annually. and ad hoc adjustments may be made to 
reflect changes in world events and policy priorities. 

and IC elements shall use the NIPF in allocating collection and analytic זN 6מס. Tbe 
. resources 

 E. RESPONSש 1ES ILח

1. Tbe DNI approves the NIPF and all aspects of the policies and processes for 
. ligence priorities ןestablishing national inte 

2. IC eJements shall: 
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a. Allocate resources consistent with national intelligence priorities and with their 
missions. 

b. Represent customer priorities in the DNI' s NIPF process. 

c. Report to the DN! on their coverage of NIPF priorities. 

d. Associate intelligence collection requirements and analytic production with NIPF 
priorities. 

3. The Deputy Director of National Intelligence for Analysis (DDNII A) shall: 

a. Oversee, on behalf of the DNI, the process for developing recommendations on 
national intelligence priorities. 

b. Recommend to the DNI ad hoc changes to national intelligence priorities. 

c. Issue guidance in coordination with DDNI for Collection (DDNIIC) to the analytic 
and collection communities on national intelligence priorities. 

4. The Assistant Deputy Director of National Intelligence for Analytic Mission 
Management shall carry out all NIPF functions as directed by the DDNIIA, including: 

a. Preparing materials for the NSC PC's semi-annual review of intelligence topics. 

b. Receiving inputs to and developing drafts of national intelligence priority 
recommendations. 

DNI and IC and preparing סc. Coordinating national intelligence priorities within the 
. the NIPF for the DNI's approvaI 

d. Assessing the analytic commun.ity's coverage of national intelJigence priorities. 

e. Recommending to the DDNII A any ad hoc changes to those priorities based on 
world events or changing policy priorities. 

5. The NationaJ Intelligence Council (NIC) shall: 

a. Provide written input to the DDNIIA on customers' intelligence priorities based on 
the NIC's daily interactions with senior customers in support ofNSC PC and Deputies 
Committee meetings. 

b. Identify long-tenn intelligence issues that need to be designated as national 
intelligence priorities. 
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c. Recommend to the DDNIIA ad hoc changes to national inteltigence priorities based 
on world events or changes in policy priorities. 

d. Coordinate with Mission Managers on: 

1) Written input to the DDNIIA on customers' intelligence priorities in a mission 
manager area. 

2) Ad hoc changes to national intelligence priorities in a mission manager area. 

6. The DDNIIC shall: 

a. Direct IC collection elements to optimize collection against national intelligence 
priorities. 

b. Direct IC collection elements to develop collection capabilities to address national 
intelligence priorities. 

c. Coordinate on the draft NIPF prior to the DNI's approval. 

d. Assess the collection community's coverage of nationaI inteIligence priorities. 

7. Tbe Deputy Director of National Intelligence for Policy, Plans. and Requirements 
shall: 

a. Gather information and provide written input to the DDNII A on the priorities of 
senior-Ievel military, policy, dip10matic. homeland security. law-enforcement. and other 
customers during semi-annual reviews of national intelligence priorities. 

b. Coordinate on the draft national inteIligence priorities prior to the DNI' s approval. 

c. Solicit fe·edback from military, policy, diplomatic, homeland security, law
enforcement, and other customers to gauge how the IC is addressing their priorities. 

8. The DNI Chief Financial Officer shaII: 

, ng jתןnזa. Ensure that national intelligence priorities are reflected in the planning, progra 
. and budgeting process 

DNIIC to translate national intelligence priorities סb. Coordinate with the DDNII A and 
. into programmatic guidance for the IC 

c. Depict and ensure how the National Intelligence Program is aligned to national 
intelligence priorities. 
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: l נa9. Mission Managers sh 

a.. Develop national intelligence priorities based on custorners' needs in their respective 
missioo areas. 

b. Provide writteo input to tbe DDNIIA on customers' priorities in their respective 
mission areas during semi-annua1 reviews of national intelligence priorities. 

c. Provide input to the DDNII A and DDNIIC guidance to the ana1ytic and collection 
communities. 

d. Focus analysis and col1ection in their respective mission areas 00 national intelligence 
priorities, in accordance with ICD 900. 

e. Assess the IC's analytic and collection coverage of national jntelligence priorities in 
their respective mission areas. 

f. Recommend to the DDNII A ad hoc changes to national intelligence priorities in their 
respective mission areas based 00 world eveots or changes in policy priorities. 

10. The Assistant Deputy Director of Nationallntel1igence for the President's Daily 
Brief shall assist the DDNIIA in developing national intelligence priorities during the semi
annual reviews. 

F. E .. • .. "ECTIVE DATE: This ICD becomes effective on the date of signature. 

 S 13ןנ~ך-ס
Date 

~ c ו}1וf1{ Q 
Dlrector of National Intelligence 
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